




We formulate high-performance 
products that are always safe for 
colored hair, and that meet the 

highest demands of our customers.  

We use the most effective 
ingredients but strive to 
meet the needs of a 

health-conscious world.

Paraben-Free

Cruelty-Free

Color-Safe



Macadamia Healing Oil Treatment is a therapeutic 
hair oil for all textures that instantly absorbs into 
hair and scalp, weightlessly infusing moisture, 
softness, protection and shine. Especially beneficial 
to hair in need of hydration.

Macadamia Healing Oil Spray is an ultra-fine 
mist that instantly absorbs into hair, 
weightlessly infusing moisture, shine and 
manageability. Ideal for finer hair textures.

Macadamia Rejuvenating Shampoo is 
designed to add moisture and 
protection to all hair types and is 
excellent for dry, damaged hair.

Macadamia Moisturizing Rinse is a 
daily conditioner that gently nourishes, 
detangles, moisturizes and protects 
leaving hair soft, manageable and ready 
to style.
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Macadamia Deep Repair Masque is a hair 
reconstructor that penetrates and rebuilds damaged 
hair for improved health, shine and elasticity with no 
weigh down. Ideal for dry, damaged or color-treated 
hair of all textures.

Macadamia Nourishing Leave-In Cream is a 
leave-in texturizing cream for taming unruly, 
difficult to manage hair.
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Smoothing Shampoo eliminates frizz and seals 
the cuticle, great for the perfect blowout or 
smoothing curls. Smoothing Conditioner gently 
moisturizes and detangles, leaving hair silky, 
conditioned and frizz-free.

Smoothing Shampoo/conditioner

100 ml

300 ml
300 ml

1.    3933031
2.    3933032
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Macadamia Oil Cream Color is an oil-infused cream 
based colorant that is optimized to leverage the 
enhancing and restorative properties of macadamia 
oil. The modern union permeates the hair with 
healing, vivid shades of luxurious color and 
long-lasting results. It leaves the hair healthy, vibrant, 
soft and shiny. The unique formula conditions as it 
color’s, ensuring consistent, reliable and predictable 
results.
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It’s formulated to mix quickly and easily, compatible 
with macadamia oil cream color, extra lift blonde 
series, oil powder lighteners and oil cream bleach. 
The main component of Macadamia Oil Cream 
Developer is hydrogen peroxide.

Macadamia Oil Powder Gives controlled Lifting up to 7 levels. 
Natural Macadamia oil extracts are infused into the Oil powder 
for stress relief and conditioning, leaving hair softer and more 
manageable.
Blue bleaching Powder is charged with blue pigment to neutralize 
any unwanted brassy tones.
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For centuries, alchemists and healers worldwide 
have turned to nature’s rich resources for their 
medicinal powers. With the oil from the 
macadamia nut found throughout the South Pacific 
and the uniquely rare argan seeds of North 
Africa’s Berber region, nature has provided us with 
some of the most beneficial elements for healthful 
skin and hair.

Healthy Hair
DISCOVER THE SECRET TO

NTC: 3939001 

Kit Contains

Kit Contains
NTC  3933189

Macadamia Natural Oil Promo 
Set is the perfect way to revitalize your hair's natural
essence and beauty with Macadamia Natural Oil, a 
unique line of hair treatment and finishing products. 







Each Macadamia Professional product contains the exclusive PRO OIL 
COMPLEX, a blend of therapeutic Macadamia and Argan oils, rich in 
Omega 3 ,5 ,7 and 9 fatty acids, which deeply yet weightlessly nourish 
and repair hair from the inside out, to renew hair’s natural texture.

MACADAMIA 
PRO OIL COMPLEX

Macadamia Oil:
•  Contains more Omega 7 fatty acids than any other nut oil
•  Mimics the scalp’s natural oil production
• Provides deep nourishment and moisturization
• Remarkably lightweight and non-greasy with no build-up

Argan Oil:
•  Rich with Omega 9 fatty acid, antioxidants and Vitamin E 

that improves strength
•  Renews damage and restores shine and softness to dry, 

brittle hair
• Helps to balance sebum production



MACADAMIA PROFESSIONAL
GLOBAL EDUCATION TEAM

MACADAMIA GLOBAL ARTISTS

Macadamia Professional’s International Creative Director, 
Renowned Celebrity & Editorial Stylist

Recognized as one of the industry’s most respected hairstylists, Emmy Award nominated Giannandrea has worked with top 

photographers around the globe creating brand imagery for high end beauty brands. His celebrity clients include Christina 

Aquilera, Chrissy Teigen and Gwyneth Paltrow. A native of Italy, he began styling hair at the tender age of 14. He then 

moved to Milan, where he worked the backstage of fashion shows under Orlando Pita, refining his craft in New York under 

Garren. As international creative director for Macadamia Professional, Giannandrea brings his advanced styling skills and 

knowledge of fashion and hair trends to our salons and consumers. He supports the company’s educational platform, such 

as showing how to recreate celebrity hairstyles and working with fashion designers backstage at New York Fashion Week.

The Macadamia Professional Education Team led by AVP Global Education, Karrie Fonte, brings world class education right to your salon. The team helps support your 

salon through valuable cutting, styling and business building education. Based on our team’s trend-driven, yet classic collections, our education strives to inspire hairdressers 

with relevant and exciting content for everyone from new hairdressers to master stylists. Our team comes from around the globe and brings a wealth of experience from 

session work, stage, editorial and of course, experience behind the chair. We are always looking for new talent to work with our salons and hairdresser communities; 

if you’re a passionate hairdresser looking to bring your experience to the Macadamia Professional Education Team, please contact your distributor, Macadamia sales 

professional or email your resume to education@macadamiahair.com.

Karrie Fonte
AVP Global Education

Sam Lavella Donnie Vasey Anna Lyles Jamie Batzel

GIANNANDREA



We strive to develop innovative, high-performing products which are always safe for color and 
meet the needs of our hairdressers and consumers alike.
We use ingredients that are beneficial to the hair yet gentle for the scalp.
And we will always do our best to meet the needs of an increasingly 
socially-conscious, health-conscious and eco-conscious world. 

SULFATE-FREE
PARABEN-FREE
GLUTEN-FREE
CRUELTY-FREE
COLOR-SAFE





(1 liter Ref: 3931202)

(1 liter Ref: 3932202) 

(500 ml Ref: 3933201)












